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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SunLink Includes Free Wire Management Clips With
All Precision RMS Solar Racking Product Shipments
Integrated wire management saves installation costs and time.
San Rafael, Calif., July 2, 2013 – To save commercial rooftop solar installers time and money, SunLink
Corporation’s newest roof mount racking system – Precision RMS – now comes standard with wire
management at no additional cost.
“Lowering installation costs, improving installation times – these are the drivers that inspire SunLink’s product
development and optimization,” says SunLink CEO, Christopher Tilley. “BOS integration is key to achieving
those goals. That’s why SunLink offers not just racking systems, but a complete BOS offering including
mounting systems, wire management, and integrated combiner boxes. Being able to count on one trusted BOS
source is more cost effective and makes life easier for commercial solar integrators.”
With Precision RMS, wire clips can be positioned anywhere along the racking system’s aluminum extrusions to
either hold up to three wires directly, hold a zip-tied bundle of wires or even a conduit. The clips snap easily
into place (protecting installers’ thumbs) and stay in place with no-slip positive retention. Customers receive
one wire clip per module for free and can order more if necessary.
To learn more about Precision RMS and the system’s integrated wire management clips, visit
sunlink.com/precisionrms. For a free sample clip, contact your SunLink sales representative.
About SunLink
Guided by an enduring commitment to R&D, SunLink is advancing universal solar power adoption by continuing to
innovate highly engineered balance of system products that make solar easier, safer, more reliable and less expensive to
install. Our industry-leading roof and ground mount systems, combiner boxes, and wire management tools have been
proven on more than 300 MW of commercial projects at 2,000+ sites across North America. For more information, visit
www.sunlink.com.
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